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Oestradiol alters central 5HT1A receptor binding potential differences related to psychosocial stress but not differences related to 5HTTLPR genotype in female rhesus monkeys
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Abstract

Social subordination in female macaques represents a well-described model of chronic psychosocial stress. Additionally, a length polymorphism (5HTTLPR) in the regulatory region of the serotonin (5HT) transporter (5HTT) gene (SLC6A4) is present in rhesus macaques, which has been linked to adverse outcomes similar to what has been described in humans with an analogous 5HTTLPR polymorphism. The present study determined the effects of social status and the 5HTTLPR genotype on 5HT1A receptor binding potential (5HT1A BPND) in brain regions implicated in emotional regulation and stress reactivity in ovariectomised female monkeys, and then assessed how these effects were altered by 17β-oestradiol (E2) treatment. Areas analyzed included the prefrontal cortex [anterior cingulate (ACC); medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC); dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex], amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus and raphe nuclei. Positron emission tomography (PET) using p-[18F]MPPF was performed to determine the levels of 5HT1A BPND under a non-E2 and a 3-wk E2 treatment condition. The short variant (s-variant) 5HTTLPR genotype produced a significant reduction in 5HT1A BPND in the mPFC regardless of social status, and subordinate s-variant females showed a reduction in 5HT1A BPND within the ACC. Both these effects of 5HTTLPR were unaffected by E2. Additionally, E2 reduced 5HT1A BPND in the dorsal raphe of all females irrespective of psychosocial stress or 5HTTLPR genotype. Hippocampal 5HT1A BPND was attenuated in subordinate females regardless of 5HTTLPR genotype during the non-E2 condition, an effect that was normalised with E2. Similarly, 5HT1A BPND in the hypothalamus was significantly lower in subordinate females regardless of 5HTTLPR genotype, an effect reversed with E2. Together, the
data indicate that the effect of E2 on modulation of central 5HT1A BP may only occur in brain regions that show no 5HTTLPR genotype-linked control of 5HT1A binding.
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**Introduction**

Exposure to chronic psychogenic stress is implicated in the etiology of adverse health outcomes in humans (1). One neuromodulatory system that is particularly affected in psychopathologies is the serotonergic system (2), which plays an important role in the control of mood and emotionality through receptors in corticolimbic circuits (3). For example, attenuation of central levels of the serotonin (5HT) 1A receptor in brain regions important for emotional regulation is associated with psychopathology in humans (4, 5) and behavioural depression in monkeys (6). Importantly, the serotonin transporter (5HTT) regulates 5HT transmission through removal of 5HT from the synaptic cleft and length variation in the polymorphic region in the gene (SLC6A4) encoding the 5HTT (5HTTLPR) in humans confers individual variability in vulnerability to the adverse effects of chronic stress (7). Specifically, the short variant (s-variant) 5HTTLPR reduces 5HTT transcription (7) and is associated with increased risk for psychopathology in people (8).

Women during their reproductive years are at higher risk for psychopathology than men (9), suggesting that gonadal hormones such as oestradiol (E2) might be important in the etiology of stress-induced adverse health outcomes in females. E2 is not only critical for the regulation of reproductive physiology in females, but also acts as a crucial modulator of behaviour (10). The ability of E2 to regulate physiology and behaviour in females is in part due to its capacity to modulate the activity of the serotonergic system (11). E2 alters the expression of the 5HTT (12) and 5HT receptors in females monkeys (11). Specifically, levels of the 5HT1A receptor in brain regions that regulate emotionality, including hippocampus-amygala, brain stem, and cingulate cortex are modulated by E2, as replacement of E2 to ovariectomised macaque females reduces 5HT1A receptor protein and mRNA expression in the dorsal raphe (13, 14). A similar attenuation in 5HT1A receptors is noted in E2-treated ovariectomised rats (15). While the independent effects of either chronic psychosocial stress or E2 attenuate central 5HT1A receptors, it remains unclear how chronic psychosocial stress and E2 interact with 5HTTLPR genotype to influence central 5HT1A receptors.

Socially housed macaque monkeys provide a unique opportunity to study the effects of chronic psychosocial stress, 5HTTLPR genotype, and E2 on female physiology and behaviour. Female macaque monkeys, when housed socially, are organised by a linear dominance hierarchy in which subordinate females are harassed by more dominant females via contact and non-contact aggression (16). This continuous harassment results in dysregulation of the limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (LHPA) axis (17). Furthermore, a 5HTTLPR polymorphism, analogous to that seen in humans, is present in rhesus monkeys.
(18) that increases vulnerability to early life stress (19), and alters the central serotonergic system and behaviour (20, 21). The 5HTTLPR in adult female monkeys has been associated with differences in metabolism and emotional behaviour (22), and interacts with social status to alter physiological and behavioural responses to E2 in adult ovariectomised females (23, 24). Thus, the goal of the present study was to undertake a positron emission tomography (PET) analysis in socially stratified ovariectomised adult female monkeys to determine the effect of the social subordination and the 5HTTLPR on E2’s ability to modulate 5HT1A receptor binding potential (5HT1A BPND) in brain regions implicated in emotional regulation and stress reactivity.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

Ovariectomised adult female rhesus macaques (n=33), ranging in age from 10–16 years (Mean ± SEM: 12.5±0.38 years), housed in indoor-outdoor enclosures at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center (YNPRC) Field Station were subjects in the current study. Social groups consisted of four or five female members, including a single male. Females were ovariectomised as previously described (25) immediately proceeding group formation when females were ~8.5 years of age (22). All animals were fed *ad libitum* twice daily with Purina monkey chow (diet 5038; PMI, St Louis, MO, USA), supplemented with seasonal fruits and vegetables, and had continuous access to water. The Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all procedures in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act and the US Department of Health and Human Services ‘Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.’

All subjects had previously been genotyped for 5HTTLPR alleles as either having both long promoter length alleles (l/l) or a short promoter length allele (l/s or s/s genotypes; s-variant) (22). As previously reported, social groups were formed by sequentially introducing unfamiliar and unrelated females together of similar 5HTTLPR genotypes, such that each group comprised of either all l/l females or of all s-variant females (22). Social dominance rankings were assessed via three 30-min behavioural observations during the control, no-E2 phase of the study using an established ethogram (22). Agonistic behaviours including contact (bite, slap) and non-contact (open-mouth threat, chase) aggression, as well as submissive (withdrawal, grimaces) behaviours were noted to determine social ranking (22). While E2 increases the expression of aggressive and thus submissive behaviour in macaque groups, social ranks remain stable (24). Social rank in the current monkey groups were stable for 120 months after group formation, and remained stable throughout the completion of the current study.

In order to examine the extremes in the dominance hierarchy, the current study sample consisted of the first (n = 7) and second (n= 8) ranked females within each group as well as the fourth (n = 9) and fifth (n = 9) ranked females. Thus, the middle ranking females were excluded. Social status categorizations were determined by grouping females ranked 1 and 2 as dominant and females ranked 4 and 5 as subordinate according to previously described conventions (17). When considering the 5HTTLPR genotype, the resulting sample size for
each genotype and social status category was 8 dominant l/l, 9 subordinate l/l, 7 dominant s-variant, and 9 subordinate s-variant females completed the current study.

Experimental Design

Animals were studied under a non-E2 replacement condition (control) and an experimental 3-week chronic E2 replacement condition (E2). The order of conditions was counterbalanced across groups, with a 3-week wash out period between each condition. All females had been without hormone replacement for at least four weeks before the beginning of the study. Females received E2 replacement by surgical implantation of a Silastic capsule filled with E2 subcutaneously between the scapulae. Capsules were based on body weight and achieved mid-follicular levels of E2 (mean 45.4 ± 4.15 pg/ml). Levels of E2 during replacement were not different between dominant and subordinate females (49.2±6.36 vs. 42.4±5.79 respectively; p>0.05) or between l/l and s-variant females (45.9±5.97 vs. 45.7±6.19 respectively; p>0.05). During the E2 condition, females were scanned on average 24.8 days after E2 replacement, and the duration of E2 replacement was not different between dominant and subordinate females (24.4±1.43 vs. 25.2±1.30 respectively; p>0.05). Scans during the control condition occurred on average 44.2 days after a 3-week washout period and this amount of time was not different between dominant and subordinate females (44.4±3.79 vs. 43.9±3.44 respectively; p>0.05).

PET imaging

The radioligand 4-(2’-methoxyphenyl)-1-[2’-(N-2”-pyridinyl)-p[18F]fluorobenzamido]ethylpiperazine (p-[18F]MPPF), a fluoro analog of WAY-100635, was used to assess the binding potential of central 5HT1A receptors as previously described in rhesus monkeys by our group (26). The YNPRC Radiochemistry Laboratory synthesised the p-[18F]MPPF with a radiochemical purity of over 99%. Binding potential (BPND) was defined as the ratio at equilibrium of bound p-[18F]MPPF to that of nondisplacable p-[18F]MPPF in the tissue of each region. BPND is a measure used to correlate receptor density to experimental conditions (26). An analog of WAY-100635 was used because WAY-100635 has been shown to be insensitive to the presence of endogenous 5HT (27).

Each female received two PET scans (control vs. E2 in a counterbalanced manner) separated by one month using p-[18F]MPPF. All PET scans were acquired at the YNPRC Field Station Imaging Center on a Siemens P4 microPET scanner (Siemens, Concorde Microsystems, Knoxville, TN, USA). Procedures were standardised across subjects to minimise stress due to temporary social separation and transport, and to control for its potential confounding effects on our measures. Only one animal per social group was scanned on any given day. Briefly, one the day of a scan, animals were removed from their social housing and transported immediately to the PET scanning facility within five minutes of being removed from the social group. Following the scan, animals were housed overnight in a radioactive quarantine and returned to their home group the following day once radioactivity levels were undetectable (on average ~22 hours following initial removal from the group). Removal of animals from the group did not affect the social structure of groups.
For the PET scans, all subjects had an IV catheter placed for radioligand infusion and hydration fluids and were scanned supine with the head positioned to standardised coordinates and secured using a soft elastic wrap. All PET scans were done under isoflurane anaesthesia (1.2%, inhalation) and all subjects received a 5 min pump infusion of ~4 mCi of p-[18F]MPPF. Anaesthesia, heart rate, blood oxygenation, and respiration throughout the duration of the scanning period were monitored by YNPRC veterinarian staff. As previously described (26), data from each PET scan were combined into 21 frames and an image reconstructed. PET images for each subject were summed across frames and manually rigid-body registered to her own structural MRI image (see acquisition methods below) using in-house scripts written in IDL (26). Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn manually on each individual subject’s MRI image and then transferred to the PET images (26). Time-activity curves and Logan analysis (26, 28) using the cerebellum as the reference region (26) were performed to generate 5HT1A BPND.

MRI imaging

T1-weighted structural MRI scans were collected at the YNPRC Imaging Center for each subject for PET scan co-registration. MRI scans were acquired under anaesthesia (1–1.5% isoflurane, inhalation to effect) using a 3 T Siemens scanner, an 8-channel phase array knee coil and a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TI/TR/TE = 950/3000/3.49 ms, FOV = 96 mm, eight averages) with a 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5-mm3 voxel size. MRI images were reconstructed into 3D volumes and rigid-body registered to a rhesus monkey template (29) and then aligned to the Wisconsin 112RM-SL rhesus T1-atlas to allow for drawing of the ROIs in the Saleem and Logothetis rhesus macaque brain atlas space (30).

ROI drawing

Procedures and neuroanatomical definitions previously published in rhesus monkeys by our group were used to draw ROIs (26, 29). ROI tracing within structural MRI images in coronal and sagittal views was guided by rhesus macaque brain atlases (30). Regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) were drawn, including the medial PFC (mPFC), the dorsolateral PFC (dPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and the orbitofrontal cortex (oPFC). The amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, and dorsal raphe nuclei in the brainstem were also traced. All of these brain regions have been implicated in the regulation of emotional and stress-related behaviour, contribute to LHPA axis regulation, and express 5HT1A (3). The cerebellum was drawn and used as a reference region following previously published protocols (26). Statistical analysis. Data were summarised as mean ± SEM. The main effects of social status (dominant vs. subordinate), 5HTTLPR (l/l vs. s-variant), and treatment (control vs. E2) and the interaction between these factors on 5HT1A BPND in all ROIs were analyzed by analysis of variance for repeated measures and post-hoc t-tests conducted when necessary. A test result with a p ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Social Status Categorization

Figure 1A depicts overall rates of submission emitted and aggression received by monkeys at each social rank. As expected, rates of submission emitted by females as well as the levels...
of aggression received by each were directly related to their social rank such that lower-ranking females emitted more submissive behaviour ($F_{3, 29} = 4.41, p = 0.011$) and received more aggression females ($F_{3, 29} = 3.52, p = 0.027$) than high-ranking females (Figure 1A). Collapsing into social status categorizations according to previously described methods (17, 31) by grouping females ranked 1 and 2 as dominant and females ranked 4 and 5 as subordinate resulted in significant main effects of social status on the amount of submission emitted. Dominant females showed less submission emitted ($F_{1, 31} = 12.3, p = 0.001$) and aggression received ($F_{1, 31} = 10.2, p = 0.003$) compared to subordinate females (Figure 1B).

5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub>

Within the ACC, there were significant main effects of status ($F_{1, 29} = 7.84, p = 0.009$) and of 5HTTLPR ($F_{1, 20} = 6.49, p = 0.016$). Dominant and l/l 5HTTLPR females had higher levels of 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> in the ACC compared to subordinate and s-variant females, respectively. While the status by 5HTTLPR interaction was not significant ($F_{1, 29} = 0.549, p = 0.465$), subordinate s-variant females had attenuated 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> levels in the ACC compared to all other groups of females (Figure 2; $p<0.001$). There was no effect of E2 or its interaction with status and 5HTTLPR on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> in the ACC ($p>0.05$).

In the mPFC, while there was no main effect of status on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> ($F_{1, 29} = 1.77, p = 0.194$), there was a main effect of 5HTTLPR on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> ($F_{1, 29} = 6.60, p = 0.016$), with s-variant females having significantly lower binding levels than l/l females (3.87±0.184 vs. 4.53±0.177 respectively; Figure 3). There were no main effects of status or 5HTTLPR on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> in the oPFC or the dPFC ($p>0.05$). There were no significant interactions between status and 5HTTLPR genotype in any of these prefrontal regions ($p>0.05$). Furthermore, there were no effects of E2, nor any interactions of E2 treatment with status or 5HTTLPR in the prefrontal regions ($p>0.05$).

In the hippocampus there were no main effects of status, 5HTTLPR, or their interaction ($p>0.05$) on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub>. However, status significantly interacted with E2 treatment ($F_{1, 29} = 9.25, p = 0.005$), as dominant females had higher levels of 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> than subordinate females during the placebo condition ($p=0.05, \eta^2=0.12$; Figure 4A). Replacement of E2 in subordinate females normalised this status difference in 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> seen during the placebo, no-hormone condition by increasing 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> in subordinate females to levels seen in dominant females (Figure 4A). E2 treatment did not interact with 5HTTLPR ($F_{1, 29} = 3.58, p = 0.069$), nor was there a three-way interaction among E2 treatment, status, and 5HTTLPR ($p>0.05$). Analyses assessing the effects of status, 5HTTLPR, and E2 treatment in the other temporal region, the amygdala, revealed no significant main or interaction effects of these factors on 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> ($p>0.05$).

5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> in the hypothalamus was not affected by status, 5HTTLPR, or their interaction ($p>0.05$). While there was no main effect of E2 treatment either ($F_{1, 29} = 0.783, p = 0.384$), we detected a significant E2 by status interaction effect on hypothalamic 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> ($F_{1, 29} = 14.2, p = 0.001$; Figure 4B). Dominant females had significantly higher levels of 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> during the placebo condition than did subordinate females ($p=0.007, \eta^2=0.21$; Figure 3B). This status difference was reversed in the E2 condition, as subordinate females on E2 showed greater 5HT1A BP<sub>ND</sub> levels compared to dominant females.
E2 replacement decreased hypothalamic 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in dominant females (p=0.038; Figure 3B) while increasing hypothalamic 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in subordinate animals (p=0.007; Figure 4B). E2 treatment did not interact with 5HTTLPR (F\textsubscript{1, 29} = 2.21, p = 0.148), nor was there a three-way interaction between E2 treatment, status and 5HTTLPR (p>0.05).

Dorsal raphe nuclei 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} was not significantly affected by status, 5HTTLPR, or their interaction (p>0.05). However, E2 replacement significantly attenuated 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} levels in the raphe (F\textsubscript{1, 29} = 9.06, p = 0.005; Figure 5) independently from status, 5HTTLPR or their interaction (p>0.05).

Discussion

The current results indicate that replacement of mid-follicular levels of E2 in ovariectomised female rhesus macaques leads to alterations in 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} that are region-specific and dependent on 5HTTLPR or on an interaction between social status and E2 treatment. 5HTTLPR genotype influenced 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the mPFC and the ACC independent of E2 treatment. Specifically, 5HT1A binding in the mPFC was attenuated in females with the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype irrespective of social status, and 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the ACC of subordinate females with the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype was attenuated compared to all other females. In contrast, hypothalamic 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the absence of E2 was lower in subordinate females compared to dominant animals, and replacement of E2 led to a decrease of 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in dominant animals and an increase of 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in subordinate females. Hippocampal 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} was attenuated in subordinate females during the placebo condition compared to dominant females, an effect that is normalised upon E2 replacement. Furthermore, 5HT1A receptor binding did not differ in the dorsal raphe due to 5HTTLPR genotype or social subordination, and E2 treatment reduced 5HT1A binding in the raphe in all females, irrespective of status or 5HTTLPR genotype.

The 5HT1A receptor is a G\textsubscript{i}-coupled receptor that inhibits adenylyl cyclase in most brain tissues (32). The 5HT1A receptor is an auto-receptor in the dorsal raphe nucleus and also acts postsynaptically in other brain regions to inhibit neuronal activity (33). Previous studies have demonstrated that E2 reduces 5HT1A auto-receptor levels in the dorsal raphe in female rats (15) and in female monkeys (13, 14). Although reductions in receptor binding potential measured with PET imaging may be indicative of a diverse range of functional changes, including changes in receptor density, binding or affinity, as well as receptor internalization or down-regulation, data from this study corroborate previous results showing that E2 reduces 5HT1A auto-receptor function in the dorsal raphe of rhesus females (13, 14). Moreover, we provide data indicating that this effect of E2 on 5HT1A binding in the dorsal raphe occurs independent of 5HTTLPR or social status.

Our findings also show that subordinate females, regardless of 5HTTLPR genotype, have reduced 5HT1A binding in the hippocampus and the hypothalamus in the absence of E2. However, E2 replacement increased 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in these brain regions and seemed to normalise the effects of chronic psychosocial stress on 5HT1A binding in socially subordinate monkeys. In contrast to this, 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the mPFC appeared to be a
function of 5HTTLPR genotype, with lower 5HT1A BP_{ND} in s-variant 5HTTLPR females irrespective of social status, and therefore independent of the effect of chronic psychosocial stress, and E2 treatment. E2 also had no effect on the reduced level of 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the ACC of subordinate females with the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype. Therefore, although only subordinate s-variant 5HTTLPR females that are subject to chronic psychosocial stress show decreased 5HT1A binding in the cingulate, E2 does not modulate the effect of chronic stress on subordinate females with this 5HTTLPR genotype. Therefore, in the mPFC and the ACC, where 5HT1A binding is related to 5HTTLPR genotype rather than chronic psychosocial stress, E2 treatment does not exert any modulatory effect on 5HT1A BP_{ND}.

In the hypothalamus, 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the absence of E2 was significantly lower in subordinate females compared to dominant animals regardless of 5HTTLPR genotype, suggesting that this difference is likely due to the effects of chronic psychosocial stress. Replacement of E2 reversed this status effect, leading to a decrease in binding in dominant animals and an increase in subordinate females. The greater hypothalamic 5HT1A binding in subordinate compared to dominant animals under E2 corroborates our previous finding of increased hypothalamic 5HT1A binding in subordinate compared to dominant peripubertal female rhesus (26). Although the results in this study could not provide the spatial resolution to distinguish individual nuclei within the hypothalamus, previous data indicate that E2 attenuates the levels of 5HT1A mRNA in preoptic, supraoptic, paraventricular and paraventricular, ventromedial, and dorsal medial nuclei of the hypothalamus in female macaques (14). In addition, it has been suggested that activation of central 5HT1A receptors increases LHPA activation in people with depression (34) and also ACTH secretion from the pituitary in rats, presumably by enhancing the release of hypothalamic CRH (35). We have shown that subordinate females have altered LHPA axis function in a no-E2 state, including blunted diurnal peak cortisol and cortisol responses to ACTH (17). Moreover, E2 replacement attenuates glucocorticoid negative feedback on the LHPA axis more so in subordinate compared to dominant females (36). Thus, the E2-mediated increase in hypothalamic 5HT1A BP_{ND} in subordinate females may be involved in the diminished glucocorticoid negative feedback seen in subordinate females upon treatment with E2 (36).

Hippocampal 5HT1A BP_{ND} was lower in subordinate females during the no-E2 condition than in dominant females, an effect that was normalised upon E2 replacement. These data indicate that E2 modulates the effects of chronic stress associated with social subordination (17, 37) on 5HT1A receptor binding potential in this region. It has been shown that prolonged social subordination lowers 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the hippocampus of humans exposed to long-term psychological stress (38) or with clinical depression (39). Indeed, chronic stress is linked to hippocampal damage and to deficits in hippocampal-mediated learning and memory (reviewed (40)). Moreover, E2 has been shown to have a protective effect on hippocampal anatomy as well as cognition in humans (41). Therefore, in this present study, the E2-related increase in 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the hippocampi of subordinate females could counter the detrimental effects of chronic stress in these females.

Although E2 increased 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the hypothalamus and hippocampus of subordinate female monkeys, it had no effect on differences in 5HT1A BP_{ND} associated with 5HTTLPR genotype, rather than with chronic stress, like in the mPFC. The mPFC exerts inhibitory
control over the amygdala through glutamatergic projections to GABAergic neurons within the amygdala, and thus is crucial in the control of emotional behaviour (42, 43). In the mPFC the 5HT1A receptor is co-localised with the 5HT2A receptor on glutamatergic projection neurons where these two receptor subtypes act in unison to modulate the activity of this efferent pathway (44). Binding of prefrontal 5HT1A receptors in healthy adults is inversely correlated with anxiety levels (45) and binding is significantly reduced in patients with psychopathologies (4). Moreover, there is a significantly higher occurrence of anxiety disorders, such as PTSD (46), in people with the s-variant 5HTTLPR allele, as well as a significant association between the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype and heightened amygdala responses to fearful stimuli (47). Therefore, decreased 5HT1A receptor binding in the mPFC of s-variant 5HTTLPR female monkeys may predispose them to increased emotional reactivity.

An overall difference in 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} due to both chronic social stress as well as s-variant 5HTTLPR was observed in the ACC, as subordinate females with the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype showed lower 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} than all other groups of animals. Reduced 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the ACC has been linked to top-down regulation deficits of the stress response in people (38), and has been observed in women with postpartum depression (5). Thus, reduced ACC 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} only in s-variant 5HTTLPR subordinate females suggests a potential mechanism by which this 5HTTLPR genotype renders an increased vulnerability to the effects of chronic stress. This reduced 5HT1A binding in subordinate s-variant females was unchanged by E2 treatment, suggesting that E2 cannot alter the effect of chronic stress on ACC 5HT1A binding in these females. Furthermore, 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the mPFC was not affected by E2. While it has been shown that increases 5HT2A receptor density in frontal cortices and ACC in female rats (48) and increases 5HT2A receptor levels in the PFC and ACC in post-menopausal women (49), reports of E2 ability to increase 5HT1A receptors in these brain regions are sparse (15). The ability of E2 to modulate 5HT1A receptors in the PFC and ACC is mediated through the expression of estrogen receptors (ER) in these brain regions. ER alpha (ER\textsubscript{α}) and beta (ER\textsubscript{β}) are localised throughout the brain of rhesus macaques (50) and generally act to oppose each others’ actions (51). ER\textsubscript{α} is predominately expressed in the PFC in macaques (50), whereas ER\textsubscript{β} is sparsely distributed in the PFC and expressed more in the hypothalamus and other sub-cortical regions (50). Thus, E2’s ability to alter region-specific 5HT1A levels in the current study could be due to region-specific differences in ER distribution. While our data suggests that ER\textsubscript{α} in the PFC and ACC does not influence 5HT1A binding, further studies are necessary to determine whether ERs are co-localised with cells that express 5HT1A receptors.

Another possibility for the lack of an effect of E2 on 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the mPFC and ACC is that the modulatory effects of E2 on central 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} cannot occur in regions where 5HTTLPR genotype is significantly associated with 5HT1A binding. A PET study by David et al. (52), using the same ligand as the present study, showed lower 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in people with the s-variant 5HTTLPR in several regions of the frontal cortex and the ACC, as well as many other brain areas, indicating that the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype directly affects the density and/or binding of the 5HT1A receptor in humans. In addition, a PET analysis in rhesus monkeys found lower 5HT1A binding in monkeys with the s-variant 5HTTLPR genotype in the raphe nuclei, occipital and parietal cortices (53). That study used a different
5HT1A ligand and tested intact-male and female monkeys together. Interestingly, multivariate analysis in that study showed a sex difference wherein females had higher amygdalar 5HT1A binding compared to males, and a strong statistical trend for sex differences in the same direction in the frontal cortex, hippocampus and the cingulate (53). There is considerable evidence that the 5HTTLPR genotype exerts key control of 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in cortico-limbic areas of the primate brain. Our finding, that E2 is ineffective in altering 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the mPFC and ACC may indicate that 5HTTLPR genotype trumps E2 as the determining factor for controlling 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the cortex of primates. Thus, individuals with the s-variant of the 5HTTLPR who are subject to chronic psychosocial stress may be unresponsive to any effects of E2 treatment in these PFC regions, despite the effects of E2 on 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the hippocampus and hypothalamus.

In conclusion, the current data indicate that E2 restores 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ the hippocampus and the hypothalamus of subordinate monkeys to levels that equal or surpass those observed in dominant monkeys. Results also indicate that the s-variant 5HTTLPR is associated with reduced 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the mPFC and that this is not influenced by chronic stress or E2 treatment. Lastly, data indicate that 5HTTLPR genotype is important for determining 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the ACC. However, results suggest that social subordination may reduce 5HT1A BP$_{ND}$ in the ACC of females with the s-variant 5HTTLPR, an effect that is not ameliorated by E2. This later finding in the ACC may be important in clarifying the complex interaction of 5HTTLPR genotype, stress reactivity, and E2 on emotional behaviour. These data, however, should be considered preliminary, as larger numbers of subjects are necessary to establish a link between the 5HTTLPR gene variant and the stress-induced alterations in sensitivity to E2 and 5HT1A expression. Overall, our data highlight the importance of accounting for gonadal hormones when assessing the effects of the 5HTTLPR and the adverse impact that chronic psychosocial stress may have on female physiology and behaviour.
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Figure 1.
(A) Mean ± SEM frequency of aggression received and submission emitted by for each social dominant position. (B) Social status differences in the amount of aggression received and submission emitted. Subordinate females show increased rates of aggression received and submission emitted compared to dominant females (p<0.05) as denoted by asterisks.
Figure 2.
Mean ± SEM 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the ACC (anterior cingulate) during the placebo (closed bar) and the oestradiol (E2; open bar) for each group of females. Subordinate, s-variant females show decreased 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the ACC compared to all other groups of females as denoted by the letters (p<0.001).
Figure 3.
Mean ± SEM 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the (mPFC (medial prefrontal cortex) during the placebo (closed bar) and the oestradiol (E2; open bar) for each group of females. The asterisk shows that s-variant 5HTTLPR females show decreased levels of 5HT1A BP\textsubscript{ND} in the mPFC compared to l/l variant females, regardless of treatment condition.
Figure 4.
Mean ± SEM 5HT1A BP_{ND} during the placebo and the oestradiol (E2) for dominant, l/l (closed bars), dominant, s-variant (dark grey bars), subordinate l/l (light grey bars), and subordinate s-variant (open bars) females. (A) Hippocampal 5HT1A BP_{ND} is attenuated in subordinate females during the placebo condition compared to dominant females (denoted by asterisk), an effect that is not present during E2 replacement. (B) Letters denote that hypothalamic 5HT1A BP_{ND} is attenuated in subordinate females during the placebo condition compared to dominant females, an effect that is reversed upon E2 replacement.
Figure 5.
Mean ± SEM 5HT1A BP_{ND} in the raphe nucleus during the placebo and the oestradiol (E2) for dominant, l/l (closed bars), dominant, s-variant (dark grey bars), subordinate l/l (light grey bars), and subordinate s-variant (open bars) females. Letters denote significant attenuation of 5HT1A BP_{ND} upon E2 replacement in all females.